The Gestalt principle of perceptual organization argues that environment users perceive the overall configuration of the space rather than perceiving its elements separately. Perception of functionality in a particular interior space is influenced by the environmental appearance in accordance with the person's past experiences. This research attempts to associate the ambient lighting condition with the perceived functionality of the built environment, hypothesizing that the process works through the mood factor. In this initial research tool testing state, the research utilizes a set of 3D visual stimuli together with a questionnaire self-report to solicit response from subjects and a semantic differential method to analyze the data
Introduction
Perception environment is often a result of feeling that results from the perception of visual perception and the accumulation of differentiation in past experiences of that person. And while the perception people cannot separate circumstances or objects from only a person is recognized as an overview of the environment (Gestalt). Therefore, any component of the sub in the area of meaning that does not comply with the overall of environment, so it will cause confusion in recognition and error to use that area. The purposes of this research are that 1 to study the components of lighting this resulted in environmental light conditions, 2 to study the light conditions in the environment which is Influencing the function of space through the perception of privacy, 3 to suggest Perceptual Model Relating ambient Light condition and perception of privacy.
Theoretical background
This research aims to study factors affecting the perceived physical environment based on key concepts with 3 concept is. Firstly, the differences in demographics. Secondly, the elements in the lighting that causes lighting conditions as the information of environmental stimuli that influence the perception of freckles fading and feeling in the environment (Gifford, 1997) . Thirdly, the perception of privacy. In terms of the concept in relation to this research, it is related to the selected the differential affective of designer and users. Measuring for the study, the details of theoretical background as follows.
Experience and attention
Individuals are separated and clear mind to recognize the information that the stimuli of the same, but information that a stimulus different types of people will be able to separate the clear mind to recognize more easily (Bourne et al., 1973: 78) differences in experience, such as architects and artists who have experience in the recognition of the high visual perception often have the ability and the perception of different people.
Lighting conditions
Lighting depends on the performance requirements of visual information which is cause a different emotions (Affective needs) of events including the environment. The quantity of light and the quality of light that are sources of light and lighting design.
Perceived physical environment.
Physical environmental conditions contiguous perceived function of space environment is caused by the relationship between person and environment where it was found that environmental physical affects perceptions of visualization and receiving the environment is based on theories of visual perception more than the sum total of the sub (Gestalt).
Research framework
Theoretical background can expect to see an overview of the context or environment influence perception and lighting conditions as part of the contextual environment. affective of users, a part in perception, so this research is believed to Ambient light condition affects affective discernment of users. And be relevant to the perception of privacy.(see figure 1) 
Methodology
The framework of research demonstrating the concept that is to find the relationship between people and lighting factors as a cues perception of privacy. In this study are indicators of the effectives are variables will be studied through isolate and control. Of respondents in characteristics and test pair images answer a charge by weight (Likert Scale) consists of a measure in the isolate include service area distant (intimatenot intimate) service area separate (separate -not separate) the control service area enclosure (see through -not see through) indicators. the data to examine the reliability of variables and indicators of the test sample specific (purposive sampling) according to those who have basic design or art in their reply to compare. The representation of the machine available to the population in general and then will be used to select samples for the steps and collect data in the system and then will be processed by software packages for social science research (Statistic. package for Social Science) for analysis and comparison of the statistically significant as Average (Mean) and Percentage (Percentage) will test the hypothesis in this study as t-test (Independent. Sample t-Test) to summarize the discussions and recommendations perceptual model relating ambient light condition and perception of privacy. 
Expectation of the research
The research procedure aims to find the relationship between the perceived privacy namely, isolation and control, and the ambient light conditions which related to the perceived function of the environment.
